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DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED EXTERNALLY PRESSURIZED GAS
BEARINGS

R. Snoeys* and F. AI-Bender*
(Received April 10, 1987)

As a result of recent research and development work at the K.U.Leuven(Belgium), a number of air-bearings with non
-parallel airgaps have been designed for which some disadvantages(high costs, low load carrying capacity, small bearing
stiffness and sensitivity to pneumatic hammering) have been eliminated or strongly attenuated. The conically shaped
airgaps yield a larger thrust force and an increased bearing stiffness.
The dynamic behaviour of the air film may be fully characterized as a function of bearing parameters, enabling one to
predict the stability limits for a particular application.
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NOMENCLATURE --------

Air-bearings in general and externally pressurized gas
-bearings in particular require extremely high manufactur
ing accuracies. Moreover, bearing loads as well as obtain
able stiffnesses are, usually, rather limited.

Cost of air-consumption and dynamic stability problems
are often considered as important drawbacks.

'Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Department Werktuigkunde Afdel·
ing Mechanische Produktie en Konstruktie, Celestijnenlaan 300B
-3030, Heverlee, Belgie
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: Bearing area(m2)
: Membrane thickness(m)
: Friction moment(Nm)
: Spindle di'lmeter(m)
: Bearing force(N)
: Dynamic load generated in gas film(N)
: Maximum theoretical load capacity(N)
: Overall bearing displacement(m)
: Gap width variation(m)
: Height of bump on the mating bearing

surface(m)
: Gap at outside radius(m)
: Gap at inside radius(m)
: Gap difference(m)
: Critical diametral moment of inertia(kgm2)
: Dynamic stiffness of gas film(N/m)
: Bearing stiffness of the compensated thrus

bearing(N / m)
: Critical mass(kg)
: Pressure distribution in gap(Pa)
: Atmospheric pressure(Pa)
: Preload pressure(Pa)
: Supply pressure(Pa)
: Pressure at the gap entrance(Pa)
: Mass flow(kg/s)
: Difference of spindle radius and nominal pad

radius(m)
: Radius(m)
: Outer radius(m)
: Inner radius(m)
: Radius of bump on mating bearing surface(m)
: Half pad angle(rad)
: Coefficient of friction(-)
: Angular frequency(rad)

1. INTRODUCTION

At the K.U.Leven a number of externally pressurized gas
-bearings have been designed and tested for which those
often mentioned disadvantages are eliminated or, at least,
strongly attenuated.

The field of application of suchlike bearing types may
therefore be considerably enlarged.

The main features of gas-bearings may be recalled:
- Low frictional losses
- Large temperature application range
- Wide speed range
- Negligible wear
- High rotational precision
- Low level of bearing noise
- Use of process fluidum as lubricant
- Reduced danger of contamination

Some possible fields of application for externally pressur·
ized gas-bearings are therefore:

Machine construction(grinding and drilling spindles-slide
-ways of NC-machines-index tables-gyroscopes-turbines
-air-and spacecrafts, etc.)
Metrology(reference spindles-3D measuring machines
-etc.)
Data retrieval systems(transport of mag tapes-support of

magnetic reading heads, disc supports, etc.)
Particular features of newly designed bearings
(1) Reduced cost
The manufacturing cost may be reduced significantly as a

result of the use of some high accuracy epoxy castings
technique, and of the larger tolerance allowances of spindle
and bearing dimensions. Maintenance costs may also be kept
small when the bearing system consists of easily mountable
and replaceable standard elements.

(2) Low level air-consumption
The flow rate may be reduced by some 200% using conver

gent bearing gaps instead of parallel ones.
(3) Improved carrying capacity and stiffness values
The maximum load of those bearings may be 300 to 500%

larger than that of the "classic" ones, because the major part
of the total pressure drop occurs in the bearing gap(and not
in the restrictor). The stiffness may be increased to any
desired value when some stiffness compensation technique is
applied(Blondeel et aI., 1976a).

(4) Improved reliability
Large feed hole diameter may be used which are less prone

to blockage by dust particles.
Self-aligning pads compensate easily for any mounting

errors.
(5) Improved stability
Problems of dynamic instability(pneumatic hammering)
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will drop gradually from the maximum value Pv in the centre
to the atmospheric pressure (Pa) at the outer rim, resulting in
a less conical gap shape.
The change of the pressure distribution in the bearing gap
will balance the decrease of the external load.

Fig. 3 Pressure distribution in convergent gaps as a function of
gap width ho.

Fig. 2 Thrust bearing with fixed convergent gap.

2.2 Control of Thrust Force by Shape Pressure Dis
tribution

The control function of the restrictor may also be assigned
to a non-compliant bearing surface with a constant conver
gent gap shape(Fig.2). In contrast with a parallel gap, the
shape of the pressure distribution in a convergent gap
depends on the actual value of the gap width(Fig.3). A
change of the gap magnitude creates a variation of the
pressure distribution function. This in turn yields a variation
of the load carrying capacity of the bearing and is, indeed,
the negative feedback to the initial cause of the gap width
change.

Both of the above mentioned design principles lead to
performance characteristics superior to those of parallel gap
bearings(see section 3.1 below).

2.3 Bearings with Stiffness Compensation
(1) Working principles
When bearings with load-depending conicity are used, any

change of the gap geometry creates a new pressure distribu
tion in the bearing gap, insuring the equilibrium of
action(load) and reaction(resultant force of pressure).
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Fig. 1 Thrust bearing with variable gap geometry.

2.1 Gap Geometry as Control Element
The load capacity as well as the stiffness value of exter

nally pressurized bearings may be substantially improved by
using the bearing gap geometry as a controlling element in a
servo loop.

Moreover the bearing surface itself can be designed to
deflect in such a way as to create a new gap geometry and
consequently another pressure distribution, compensating
thereby for the change of external load variations.

Even a bearing with an infinite stiffness may be obtained,
provided that the built-in system has a "negative" stiffness
of exactly the same magnitude as the stiffness of the bearing
gap (Blondeel et aI., 1976a). The adjective "negative" means
that force and deflection have opposite directions.

The main design principles with variable gap geometry
are:

The control function of the restrictor is assigned partially
or completely to the gap itself. As a result, the pressure drop
in the restrictor is reduced, and higher pressures are avail
able in the gap, leading to an increased load capacity.

A large load capacity, and especially, a high bearing
stiffness, are obtained when the convergence of the gap in
the flow direction is made to become an increasing function
of the external load.

A cross section of an air-bearing pad is represented in Fig.
1. The type represented is one with a variable gap geometry,
obtained by a membrane deflected by the difference of the
pressure acting on its upper and lower sides.

In case of equal pressures on both sides of the membrane,
no elastic deformation of the latter occurs, it remains in its
original (conical) position. Such a situation arises when the
load on the the bearing is so large that the outer rim of the
bearing touches the opposite bearing surface(Fig.la)_
In that case the pressures on both sides of the membrane are
the same.

When the external load F decreases, the mass flow Q
through the gap increases because of the larger gap width.
As a result, the pressure drop in the central restrictor or inlet
area increases as well.

Consequently, the pressure Pv at the gap entrance, in its
turn, decreases. As indicated in Fig.lb, the pressure in the gap

2. DESIGN PRINCIPLES

can be systematically predicted and avoided.
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Fig. 4 Thrust bearing with centrally supported membrane.

The required variation of the gap geometry is obtained
either by a relative rigid body motion of both bearing parts,
or by a deflection of a deformable bearing surface. If the
deformation of bearing surface is relatively large, the addi
tionally required rigid body motion is decreased.

This feature is called a stiffness compensation because this
arrangement may increase significantly the overall bearing
stiffness.

The rigid body motion or bearing displacement may be
eliminated completely if the change of the gap geometry
associated with the elastic deflection of the bearing surface
sufficiently influences the pressure distribution in the gap.
Such a situation corresponds with an infinitely stiff bearing
system. An over-compensation in this respect(obtained by
adapting the membrane area of increased gap width-Fig.4)
even yields a bearing with "negative" stiffness(Blondeel et
aI., 1976a).

A special design for an axial bearing is schematically
shown in Fig.4. One of the bearing surfaces is now a centrally
supported membrane. The chamber between the membrane
and the bearing house is sealed by a compliant gasket. The
chamber located above the membrane, is maintained at the
pressure of the gap entrance by means of a connection
channel.

(2) Characteristics of compensated bearings
As indicated in Fig.4, the overall bearing displacement is

F
external load mass flow

supply pressure
Ps

connection channel

equal to the variation of the bearing gap hi at the centre.
This particular value of the gap may be split up into the
bearing gap at the outer rim ho and the gap difference hy(Fig.
5a). The load-displacement characteristic(F-hI) of the
compensated bearing can be found from the combination of
both functions(h y- F : ho- F). This is illustrated by Fig.5b for
different stiffnesses of the membrane. The slope of the
characteristic curve associated with the stiffness k 3 indicates
that a "negative" stiffness is obtained: an increase of the
load yields a larger gap hI' For a compensated bearing the
overall bearing stiffness is :

dF 6Fk - ..--..,.---.= --,--
- d(ho+h y ) 6ho+hy

The gap variations ho and hy always have opposite signs
for a centrally supported membrane(Fig.4).

An infinite stiffness k may be obtained if :
Ihol=lhyl

A relatively small membrane stiffness yields a negative
overall bearing stiffness. this type of bearings may be
optimally designed, with the aid of simple design charts, to
give infinite stiffness over 20% of the bearing load
range(Byant et aI., 1986). No pneumatic instability will occur
as long as the gap difference hy does not become excessively
large.

(3) Experimental results
A bearing as shown in Fig.4 was built, with functional

dimensions as indicated in Fig.6. The load-displacement
characteristics of this compensated bearing for different
supply pressures is shown. With a supply pressure of 0.2 M
Pa the bearing always shows a positive stiffness.

When supplied with a pressure of 0.26 M Pa a relatively
large load range is obtained with an infinite bearing stiff
ness. For higher supply pressures, The bearing is over
-compensated and shows a range of negative stiffness.

It is obvious that this kind of bearing design is quite
interesting as it offers unique stiffness characteristics. The
gas consumption remains small as can be expected from the
use of variable gap geometry. The same technique can also
be applied for radial bearings.

In order to verify the pressure distribution experimentally,
a test rig was designed and built as shown in Fig.7.

The pressure distribution(p=f(r)) measured by means of
this set-up for a parallel bearing gap is shown in Fig.8. The
results refer to various loads applied on the axial bearing

2.6
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Fig. 6 Experimental characteristics of compensated bearing.
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characteristic(Qualitative assessment of the influence of
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pad associated with a particular magnitude of the gap width.
In the same figure, values of flow rate are also indicated.

The pressure distribution function in the vicinity of the
restrictor shows some kind of discontinuous pressure varia
tion ; this is due to the turbulent nature of the flow at the gap
entrance(Mori and Ezuka, 1975). The experimental results
for bearing geometries with a convergent bearing gap are
summarized in Fig.9(gap difference hv = 25Ilm).

A much more favourable pressure distribution is obtained
yielding larger thrust forces. The shape of the pressure
distribution function changes substantially when the load
increases(or the gap width decreases). This phenomenon
constitutes a feedback mechanism eliminating partly or
completely the need for a restrictor even for noncompliant
types of bearing surfaces. ConsequentlY,a more effective use
of the total available pressure drop can be expected.

Fig. 7 Test rig for pressure distribution measurement. 3. BEARING CHARACTERISTICS
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Fig. 10 Force displacement characteristics of bearings with
parallel, convergent and compliant bearings surface.

3.1 Load and Mass Flow Characteristics
The load and the mass flow are plotted versus the nominal

bearing gap(Figs.l0 and 11).
Three different(radial) pad types are compared :

parallel gap
- fixed convergent gap
- variable gap

In the plot(Fig.lO) load characteristic of a bearing pad with
a variable gap geometry is superimposed with those obtained
from a bearing gap with parallel gap and a pad having a
fixed convergency. The slope at small values of the bearing
gap(ho) is of special concern.

The influence of variable gap geometries in terms of mass
flow is shown in Fig.l1. They lead to a smaller air consump-
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Table 1 Comparison of bearing pads with different gap geometries.

Gap width Stiffness Load Flow rate
Gap type N 1O·-3N/pm

N N gr/spm -~

-m~ m'· p.pm
Parallel 10 16.6 9.0 460 0.25 0.32

5 4.6 2.5 510 0.28 0.18
Convergent 10 64.4 35.1 870 0.47 0.45
hv =21pm 5 77 42.0 1240 0.768 0.27
Compliant 10 52.2 28.4 670 0.36 0.42
hv =21pm 5 130 70.8 1130 0.62 0.27

tion for relatively large gap widths. The stiffness, load
capacity and gas flow are compared in Table l(nominal
diameter =98mm, pad angle =1.11rad, pad width =60mm,
diameter restrictor=cO.9mm, supply pressure=0.7M Pal.
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The result of this theoretical approach is given in Fig.12a
and b. Bearings with parallel gaps below 20 lim tum out to
be statically unstable even for small size irregularities(hb =2.
Slim).

This is illustrated in Fig.12a where, in some cases, the
stiffness of the bearing(slope of force displacement curve)
changes its sign with the gap width.

The force-displacement characteristics for convergent
gap bearings, on the other hand, do not show any region of
negative stiffnesses for irregularities remaining smaller than
the gap difference hv . The passage of this kind of irregularity
results, in this case, merely in some relatively small change
in the gap width.
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Fig. 11 Comparison of mass flow versus nominal bearing gap
for different pad types.

3.2 Influence of Bearing Surface Irregularities
Bearings with parallel gaps are quite sensitive to irregu

larities (scratches, bumps, etc.) of the moving bearing sur
face. it was experimentally found that the pressure distribu
tion function remains almost undisturbed as long as the
"bump" stays outside the "area of influence" of the feed hole.
The gap width remains unchanged as well.

However, as soon as the bearing surface irregularity or
"bump" reaches the restrictor area, an instant drop of the
load carrying capacity occurs, yielding a sudden mechanical
contact of both bearing surfaces.
Bearings with convergent gap geometries are far less sensi
tive to this disturbing phenomenon. To quantify the sensitiv
ity of various bearing geometries with respect to bearing
surface irregularities, two particular types of irregularity
have been selected as shown in Fig.12. Using a model insur
ing viscous gas flow and neglecting throttling at the
entrance, the load force is evaluated for various gap widths
ho as well as for a set of different heights of the bumps hb •
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Fig. 13 Thrust force and mass flow versus difference between
shaft diameter and nominal pad diameter, for an air gap
ho = lOl'm.
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Fig. 14 Test set-up for determination of F.R.F. of air film.

dynamic stiffness Kf(w) of the air film :

Kf(w) = ~~f (w)

Theoretically, Kf(w) was determined by solving the time
dependent Reynold's equation for a fixed conical gap geome
try, by a predictor-corrector method.

The results obtained from the theoretical model were
experimentally verified by means of a test set-up as shown
in Fig.14. Figure 15 shows a good agreement between the two
(Plessers and Snoeys, 1985b).

Since the stability of air bearing performance is dependent
on this F.R.F.(the imaginary part of which representing the
damping), the influence of the basic bearing parameters on it
was investigated with the aid of the theoretical model. The
general results of this investigation are presented in Table 2

4. DYNAMIC STABILITY OF BEARINGS

Table 2 Influence of the bearing parameters on the frequency
-response function of the gas film.

Parameter /'
Film stiffness Damping value

(real part of Kfl imago part of Krlwl
Supply pressure ps /' "Gap difference hv /' "Outer diameter do /'
Gap width ho " "Diameter of d, --> /'

feed-hole

4.1 Dynamic Identification of the Bearing Film
The dynamic behaviour of the air gap was investigated

theoretically and experimentally by considering the fre
quency response function (F.R.F.) of the air film as a
mechanical component. This F.R.F. is expressed as the
dynamic stiffness Kf(w) of the air film :

Pneumatic hammering is a kind of self-excited vibration
generated in the bearing gap due to the compressibility of the
gaseous lubricant.

2<l.R[mm]

°............0_
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difference between shaft diameter and nominal pad dIameter

3.4 Frictional Characteristics of Air Bearings
Friction forces were determined at various low rotational
speeds of spindles mounted on radial air bearing pads.

The friction moment increases linearly with the rotational
speed(March, 1976). Typical results, expressed as coefficient
of friction ttf with respect to the relative sliding speed of the
bearing surface, were; ttf = 45 X 10-6 at speed of lm/s,
increasing at the rate of 36 x 10-6m/ s.

[NJ /h} Qho=lO).Im

3-
:=: 1000
"0 29=1.48rad

.<:: hv =21).lm
~

.5...

3.3 Sensitivity to Tolerance Deviations
To evaluate the influence of shaft/bearing tolerances, a

number of bearing characteristics have been measured for
various spindle-bearing combinations(shaft diameter differ
ence from +0.5 to - O. 5 mm with respect to the nominal
diameter of the bearing gap). Some results of those investiga
tions are summarized in Fig.13 for three different pad types.
In this figure the specific load (load/active bearing surface)
and mass flow associated with a bearing gap of 10 ttm are
plotted versus the difference between shaft diameter and
nominal diameter.

Pads with a convergent gap turn out to be considerably
less critical to shaft tolerance deviations compared to pads
with parallel gaps. To obtain the same thrust force as for a
bearing with parallel gap and nominal diameter, a difference
of even 0.5mm can be tolerated. The shaft diameter may be
slightly(lOO -150ttm) smaller than the nominal pad diame
ter; this would result in a somewhat smaller air consump
tion without changing too much the load-carrying capacity.

1:: I Fho=lO).lm
.... ---
o area
"- ro'

CD'

-, 01 ~ ~'-20 29=1.48rad
29

.<:: ::J' _____

E I hv =21)J.m

-nominal d~ameter:98mm l~
-pad length:60mm 2~=l.llrad

-restrictor diameter:O.9m~ 0 hv =21J.lrn

"""'" ''''""=:/~-
/~~ I
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4.3 Aerodynamic Effects
It is often desirable to use aerostatic bearings in a wide

speed range. The aerostatic assumption for bearing design
remains valid when the relative sliding speed of the two
bearing surfaces is small in comparison with the average
speed of air through the gap \50 m/s). When this is not so,
however, a significant aerodynamic effect is introduced,
affecting the bearing performance characteristics. Work is
being carried out to investigate this aspect both theoretically
and experimentally.

Fig. 16 Geometry of circular disc supported on three bearing
pads.

5. MANUFACTURING T:ECHNIQUES

moment of inertia approached Ie ; the frequency of these
vibration was very close to that which had been predicted
theoretically.

In [Plessers, 1985,(pp.6-43)], a scheme is suggested to
control the stability of aerostatic bearings in mechanical
structures.

experimental
theoretical - - - --

0
0 500 1000
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ro =.03024m

-1O-l-~_~--_r_~-_-~~-_-~___J

o 500 1000
Frequencv (Hz)
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ho(10'm) Ps(MP.) Pl(MP.)

1 9.4 .7 .447
2 13.2 .7 .390
3 16.4 .5 .319

,..
~E
:> --.
CTZ
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Fig. 15 Comparison between measured & calculated freq.
Response function of an air gap. Some rather simple and consequently cheap construction

techniques may be applied to obtain the desired convergent
bearing gaps.

I
Fig. 17 Surface grinding of conical membrane.

5.1 Compliant Bearing Surfaces
Pads with a compliant bearing surface of a desired

conicity may be obtained by deflecting the membrane(with
the pressure of a f1uidum or with a screw). In this deformed
situation, a machining operation(Fig.l7) or some kind of
epoxy casting operation(Fig.18) produces again a perfect fIat
membrane surface. When reducing the applied pressure(or
the force applied with a screw) the membrane will elastically
deflect back to its original unloaded position creating the
conical shape of the bearing surface.

(Plessers and Snoeys, 1985b).
Some recent research shows that it is possible to improve

the efficiency and accuracy of the theoretical model, yielding
useful design guidelines for unconditionally stable bearings.

4.2 Air Bearings in Mechanical Systems
Based on the now readily available dynamic characteris

tics of the air film, stability criteria for mechanical systems
containing more than one air bearing could be worked out
systematically using the Nyquist criterion. This resulted in
some rules of thumb which may be quite useful for the design
of bearing systems (Plessers and Snoeys, 1985b) : pneumatic
hammering may be eliminated by a proper selection of
bearing and/or structure parameters.

As an example, a test was carried out in whid. a rigid disc
was mounted on three aerostatic pads as shown in Fig.16,
being loaded on top by three identical masses placed
symmetrically around its central vertical axis.

Thus, by shifting these masses away from the centre, the
total mass remains the same while the moments of inertia
are changed. The dynamic characteristics of the air gaps,
and of the system as a whole, had been predetermined. From
those, a critical mass me and a critical(diametral) moment of
ineria Ie were established (exceeding which the system
should be unstable in the translation and tilt modes, respec
tively). The test showed that there was no instability in the
axial direction, since the mass was well below me, but that
tilt vibrations would commence as soon as the diametral

grinding wheel I
_.+

I ---
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deflected membraoJ!

Fig. 18 Shaping of conical membrane by epoxy casting opera·
tion.

5.2 Non-Deformable Bearing Surfaces
Bearing pads with a non-deformable wall may be

manufactured with a similar casting technique as indicated
in Fig.l8; however, the casting has to be carried out now
with respect to an appropriate negative shape. This casting
model for a radial bearing pad may by obtained as illus
trated in Fig.19. The molding cylinder is provided with a
membrane.

Cylinder and membrane are accurately machined at the
nominal diameter of the bearing pad. The membrane may be
deflected radially corresponding to the desired amount of the
convergency of the gap. The same technique can be used for
axial bearing pads, the bearing pad itself may also be made
directly by diamond-tool turning on a precision lathe.

Fig. 19 Negative casting mold for radial bearing pad.

6. CONCLUSIONS

(1) A significantly larger carrying capacity may be
obtained by using convergent gap shapes. The resulting
bearing stiffness is increased, the airconsumption is reduced
and problems of static stability are eliminated.

(2) Deformable bearing surfaces yield quite some interest
ing bearing load characteristics, to the point of obtaining
infinite or negative bearing stiffness.

(3) Bearings with convergent gaps are considerably less
affected by bearing surfaces irregularities. Very low friction
in air-bearings still remains, of course, an important advan
tage in comparison with other bearing types.

(4) The above mentioned bearings show better static

stabiliy. Their dynamic instability in mechanical systems
may be accurately predicted and avoided by a proper selec
tion of working and design parameters.

(5) The bearing geometry necessary to obtain optimum
bearing characteristics can easily and cheaply be
manufactured by a surface grinding operation or an epoxy
resin casting technique.
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